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July 14, 2020 

To Whom It May Concern,  

I have had the pleasure to work with Mr. Mike Feurstein on 
several occasions in the educational program, Don’t Wait to 
UnMake a Bully. My first interaction was the traditional model 
and my 4th grade classroom. During the COVID-19 pandemic, I 
have facilitated two groups of students with his revised virtual 
model. Students were in grades 3-9 and ages 8 to 14.  

Mr. Mike’s program encourages students to address their fears, 
concerns and voice situations that are uncomfortable for them in 
a positive and helpful manner.  

Mr. Mike’s program is well organized and tailored to the 
educator’s virtual platform. He has clear objectives and lesson 
targets that build upon each other as the lessons progress. He 
provides examples that are highly engaging. These examples 
create a safe and open learning environment. Independently, 
students are able to immediately apply their knowledge of 
positive media experiences with filmmaking skills. Students 
practice their group skills in a virtual manner and are reminded of 
the importance of respecting shared digital work.  

Don’t Wait to UnMake a Bully gave me the opportunity to 
facilitate conversations with my students after our participation. 
Students used their social-emotional lessons and film creating 
experiences with Mr. Mike as part of their core background 
knowledge. Students often use examples of their participation to 
explain current feelings.  

I strongly recommend and encourage educators to implement 
Don’t Wait to UnMake a Bully with Mr. Mike Feurstein. The 
experience goes well beyond the lessons...it follows students into 
their future.  

Always Learning, 

             Tina Nicpan Brown 



 
To Future Don’t Wait Project Filmmakers,  

I have tried to think of many different ways of how to start this letter. I could start by telling you how Mike pays 
attention to detail, or how the kids transform under his direction into problem solvers and true collaborators. Or 
how my special ed kids, the “quiet” kids and the underdogs of my class, every year I’ve done this, have been my 
top contenders in the project. Or how the public product at the end is something beyond anything I can offer the 
kids in my line of “teacher work”. Or how I burst with pride sitting back and watching the kids work while Mike 
facilitates because they care so much about the project.  

I’ve worked with Mike for over ten years. Every project we have done has been unique and tailored to what the 
needs of the class are. Mike is very thoughtful in making the project surround topics that my kids are facing and 
making every part of the process teachable moments. As much as the kids think the meetings are unscripted, they 
aren’t. Mike takes the time to talk to each teacher before meeting with the class so that he knows exactly what 
direction to take the conversation and ideas. There are some years I don’t know how he’s going to get them to 
circle to an issue I want addressed but every year he does it. The project allows you to address issues the kids are 
facing, and problem-solve solutions to these real-life scenarios that the kids can relate to and use.  

Mike quickly connects to the kids and has them opening up in no time. He calls each student by name and is 
aware of who he needs to dig deeper with and who he can lean on. The first year I worked with Mike I remember 
thinking how the heck did he walk in here and read this class so quickly. Be ready cause he’s taking his anecdotal 
notes in his head and at lunch he’s going to verify his thinking with you. He walks in ready to co-teach with you 
and learn what he needs to make every minute count. In all my years doing this it has covered social emotional 
curriculum, and collaboration skills in a week far beyond what I can offer in other projects in class. I never feel 
like I am just handing off my class and pausing my work. He’s coming in and tailoring to my needs.  

This year our typical format of in class instruction for the project had a wrench thrown into it when all New York 
State schools went to remote learning. The students and my team were so disappointed as we thought for sure the 
project, like everything else in our world, was going to have to be canceled. My team and I had decided we were 
still going to use the Unmake Project videos as a teaching tool to open up conversations on topics with our kids. 
Little did I know The DON’T WAIT Project had a remote learning plan when I reached out to him about a video 
that wasn’t playing. With my head spinning and literally about to explode, I opened Mike’s email asking if we 
would take on a remote project. My team and I didn’t think twice about it. One: we knew like every other year 
Mike would include us every step of the way and problem solve with us. Two: our kids more than ever needed 
something to feel united as a class and this program does just that. They all work towards a common goal. And 
three: (the big one) it makes the kids work....HARD! They have so much fun, but they don’t realize how much 
work they are doing. When things get challenging, Mike puts it back on them to work through and problem solve. 
Throughout the whole process, the work and hurdles are owned by the students. This makes the project that much 
more meaningful to them. Mike guides them through.  

I could go on and on describing the value this project has added to my class curriculum over the past ten years. 
The intimidation that comes with the equipment and the technology is on me. The kids thrive and I learn from 
them. My facilitation every year is with ease under Mike’s direction. I wholeheartedly recommend this project 
remote or in person as I have seen the magic for myself.  

Rachel A. Daurio  
4th Grade Teacher  
Division Street Elementary SSCSD



 

July 12, 2020 

DON’T WAIT to UnMake the Mediasphere is a highly engaging 
program where students learn essential media literacy skills while 
being actively involved in the creative filmmaking process. Mr. Mike 
has developed a series of activities that encourage students to think 
critically about what they are viewing and reading. He helps them 
distinguish between legitimate and fraudulent sources of information 
online and gives students strategies to successfully navigate the 
increasingly complex world of social media.  

The program runs seamlessly. From the first Zoom session to the last, 
students were excited to be a part of this program. They practiced 
filmmaking techniques on their own, uploading their work via 
Google Classroom. For the final piece, students worked individually, 
or set up Zoom sessions with classmates, to film the various parts or 
create sound and visual effects. As an instructor, Mike is warm, caring 
and knowledgeable. I knew this program was a big hit after just two 
sessions when one of the students, on her own initiative, created a 
short film using all of the techniques Mr. Mike had taught her. 

I believe that DON’T WAIT to UnMake the Mediasphere is an 
important experience for students as it teachers them how to 
become astute consumers of media and builds their skills as critical 
and creative thinkers. 

Adrienne Laitman 
Director of General Studies 
Ramaz School  
New York, NY 


